COMMON TRAITS OF A NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCER AFTERWARDS

The most common traits of healthy (normal) near-death experiencers afterwards, irrespective of age, are as follows. Some exhibit more or less, but this is average.

✓ Unusually empathetic, rich inner lives, some healing ability.
✓ Complex, vivid dreams, good recall.
✓ Highly perceptive, creative, intuitive, strong feelings (especially of love).
✓ Faculties enhanced, synesthesia (conjoined senses), psychic ability.
✓ Susceptible to environmental changes, more allergies than before.
✓ Sense of being able to merge with others and with nature.
✓ Surplus energy for many (with others less), restless, curious.
✓ Strong reactions to positive/negative sensory stimuli.
✓ Much in the way of visuals, aesthetic awareness, knowing.
✓ Intense focus, love to question, hunger for knowledge.
✓ Feel things deeply, can have past-life/anomalous memories.
✓ Identify more with soul than self, mystical awareness.
✓ Comfortable with things future and otherworldly states/beings.
✓ Can at times influence physical objects, electrical sensitivity.
✓ Out-of-body experiences can sometimes continue.
✓ Tend toward self-deception, need to relearn basic cautions.
✓ Tend to identify life as a waking dream.

Wake up psychologists and psychiatrists. This is normal for millions of people.